Sex and gender: what is the difference?

IT IS CLEAR THAT SEX IS A KEY BIOLOGICAL VARIABLE THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN ALL BASIC PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH. HOWEVER, DESPITE A LONG HISTORY OF INTEREST IN SEX-BASED INVESTIGATIONS, THIS TOPIC HAS HISTORICALLY NOT BEEN WELL STUDIED. THE CURRENT IMPORTANCE OF SEX RESEARCH IS OBVIOUS BY THE RECENT RISE IN ARTICLES REPORTING ON SEX-BASED BIOLOGY ACROSS SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS, INCLUDING THE JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY. THERE ARE TWO TERMS BEING USED IN THIS CONTEMPORARY DIALOGUE TO DESCRIBE THE SEX-BASED RESEARCH: “SEX” AND “GENDER.” THE TERM GENDER IS BECOMING MORE COMMON IN SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS TO DESCRIBE BIOLOGICAL VARIATION TRADITIONALLY ASSIGNED TO SEX, AND THIS NONSPECIFIC LANGUAGE MERITS A STANDARDIZED APPROACH. INCREASINGLY, RESEARCHERS ARE BECOMING AWARE OF THE APPROPRIATE USE OF THE TERMS SEX VS. GENDER. STILL, SOME SCIENTISTS ARE Vaguely AWARE THAT A DISTINCTION EXISTS BETWEEN THESE TERMS OR THAT THIS DIFFERENCE IS AN IMPORTANT ONE. THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE IS TO PUBLICIZE THE NECESSITY FOR IMPLEMENTING A STANDARDIZED USE OF THE TERMS SEX AND GENDER IN PHYSIOLOGY. THIS ARTICLE WILL PRESENT A GENERAL HISTORY EXAMINING THE TRANSITION IN THE FREQUENCY OF USE OF THE TERM GENDER INSTEAD OF SEX IN PHYSIOLOGY, PRESENT STANDARD DEFINITIONS BY PROMOTING THE RECOMMENDATION FROM THE INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE (IOM), AND PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF APPROPRIATE USE OF THESE TERMS IN REFERENCE TO SPECIFIC CONTEXTS.

COMING TO A CONSSENSUS IN THE USE OF TERMINOLOGY IS A WORTHWHILE ENDEAVOR FOR DISCIPLINES SUCH AS PHYSIOLOGY THAT RELY HEAVILY ON SPECIFIC LANGUAGE TO EXPLAIN PHENOMENA. OTHER DISCIPLINES, INCLUDING PSYCHOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY, HAVE PUT INTO PRACTICE DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN THE TERMS SEX AND GENDER IN THEIR DISCOURSE (4, 11, 12). AS PHYSIOLOGISTS, WE WILL LIKELY FIND THAT ADOPTING THIS DISTINCTION CAN ONLY IMPROVE COMMUNICATION WITHIN AS WELL AS OUTSIDE OUR DISCIPLINE.


BEFORE THE 2001 JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY HIGHLIGHTED TOPIC SERIES, FROM JULY 1948 THROUGH DECEMBER 2000 THERE WERE 59 JOURNAL ARTICLE TITLES THAT CONTAINED THE WORDS SEX AND/OR GENDER. FROM JANUARY 2001 THROUGH DECEMBER 2004 THERE HAVE BEEN 60 TITLES CONTAINING THE TERMS SEX AND/OR GENDER. NOTABLY, IN THE LAST 5 YEARS THE JOURNAL HAS INCLUDED MORE SEX-BASED RESEARCH ARTICLES IN THE JOURNAL THAN IN THE LAST 50+ YEARS. HOWEVER, THIS INCREASE IN SEX-BASED RESEARCH IS CONNECTED TO THE APPROPRIATION OF THE TERM GENDER AS A SYNONYM FOR SEX AND HAS LED TO MISUSE OF THAT TERM IN PHYSIOLOGY. THE INCREASE IN FREQUENCY OF THE USE OF THE TERM GENDER IN THE AMERICAN PHYSIOLOGICAL SOCIETY JOURNALS IS HIGHLIGHTED IN Table 1. IN THE JOURNALS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSIOLOGICAL SOCIETY, GENDER WAS FIRST INTRODUCED INTO A TITLE IN 1982, WHEREAS SEX HAD BEEN USED SINCE THE EARLY 1920S. IT WAS NOT UNTIL THE MID-1990S THAT USE OF THE TERM GENDER BEGAN TO EXCEED USE OF THE TERM SEX IN APS TITLES, AND TODAY GENDER MORE THAN DOUBLES THAT OF SEX (Table 1). THE TERM GENDER APPARELS TO HAVE UNDERGONE APPROPRIATION BY SOME SCIENTISTS AS A POLITICALLY CORRECT WAY TO TALK ABOUT SEX. THIS MAY BE BECAUSE SOME SCIENTISTS ARE SENSITIVE TO THE VERITY THAT DISCUSSING SEX OFTEN MEANS DISCUSSING DIFFERENCE AND GENDER MAY BE CONSTRUED AS A LESS LOADED TERM.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT SCIENTISTS AND EDITORS COME TO A CONSSENSUS ON THESE TERMS TO ALLEVIATE ANY CONFUSION IN THEIR USAGE. THESE WORDS HAVE SPECIFICALLY DIFFERENT ETYMLOGIES AND MEANINGS. IN THE MOST BASIC SENSE, SEX IS BIOLOGICALLY DETERMINED AND GENDER IS CULTURALLY DETERMINED. THE NOUN SEX INCLUDES THE STRUCTURAL, FUNCTIONAL, AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS DETERMINED BY SEX CHROMOSOMES. SEX (NOUN) IS DERIVED FROM THE LATIN “SEXUS,” MEANING EITHER OF TWO DIVISIONS OF ORGANIC NATURE DISTINGUISHED AS MALE OR FEMALE, RESPECTIVELY (8). ACCORDING TO THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY, SEX (NOUN) HAS A DEFINITION AS “THE SUM OF THOSE DIFFERENCES IN THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS ON THE GROUND OF WHICH BEINGS ARE DISTINGUISHED AS MALE AND FEMALE, AND OF THE OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES CONSEQUENT ON THESE; THE CLASS OF PHENOMENA WITH WHICH THESE DIFFERENCES ARE CONCERNED” (8). GENDER CAN BE THOUGHT OF AS THE
behavioral, cultural, or psychological traits typically associated with one sex. Gender (noun) is derived from the Latin word "genus" referring to kind or race (8). Gender (noun) is defined as "a kind, sort, or class referring to the common sort of people" (8). It is through an understanding of these principal definitions that scientists can apply these terms in a specific manner to sex-based research.

After the late 20th century legislation on sex-based research initiatives, the IOM established the Committee on Understanding the Biology of Sex and Gender Difference to outline the most important issues and establish future direction for sex-based research (1). Included in this essential IOM report was a recommendation for using the terms sex and gender in research. The recommendation identified by the 2001 IOM report calls for researchers to clarify and be specific in their use of the terms sex and gender in publications and, by doing so, create consistency across the literature. The Committee provided three guidelines for using sex and gender correctly in human and animal research. First, in the study of human subjects, the term sex should be used as a classification according to the reproductive organs and functions that derive from the chromosomal complement. Second, in the study of human subjects, the term gender should be used to refer to a person’s self-representation as male or female, or how that person is responded to by social institutions on the basis of the individual’s gender presentation. Third, in most studies of nonhuman animals the term sex should be used. Although clearly any discipline or author could choose to define sex and gender according to their intentional meaning, these are a standard set of definitions for use in sex-based research and this is the theoretical basis for the use of these terms in other disciplines (1, 4, 11, 12). For physiologists who have only recently begun to use the term gender rather than sex in their writing, these definitions will prove to have utility in a number of circumstances.

Using the IOM term specificity as a guide, the vast majority of articles published in APS journals are reporting on sex in humans and animals, not gender. Of the article titles examined by the authors of this article from 1960 to 2004 in the Journal of Applied Physiology, all titles using gender were sex-based investigations (Fig. 1). APS article titles that indicate sex-based research was conducted on “age, gender, and ethnicity” or “genetic background and gender on hypertension” are examples of publications where specificity and consistency between using sex and gender are imperative because sex and gender can be differentially related to health outcomes in humans. Across science, there is growing interest in understanding how levels of stress relate to depression, alcoholism, hypertension, and cardiovascular risk in individuals whose stress may be directly related to particular gender roles and/or socioeconomic variables.

There are also an increased number of investigations on how hormones affect human physiology and human behavior. An article by Sheri Berenbaum (2), “Effects of early androgens on sex-typed activities and interests in adolescents with congenital adrenal hyperplasia,” succeeds in examining both sex and gender in humans. The report examines mechanisms of steroid-mediated development of the human brain and includes a model that considers behaviors like toy play, playmate preferences, and gender identity in children tracked through childhood to evaluate the effects of exposure to prenatal androgens while considering cultural exposure to gender ideology in the development of behaviors. In another topic related to hormones, recognition of the sex and gender difference will serve
physiologists to better describe the growing data on hormones and transgender and transsexual individuals. Transgender individuals have a genetic sex but occupy a gender role other than that typically assigned to their sex. Some transgender individuals are using exogenous sex hormones in their day-to-day life, and these hormones are impacting their physiology. Alternatively, transsexual individuals are genetically one sex and have gone through a range of surgical modifications and hormonal interventions that allow sex reassignment. Progressively there are more interest and more data coming from research involving trans individuals that are helping to elucidate organizational and activation effects of endogenous and exogenous sex hormones in female-to-male and male-to-female transitions in areas such as vascular function (10), metabolic disorders (3), and breast tumors (5, 6).

Along these lines, physiologists will surely be contributors in upcoming debates on the biological categorization of transgender and transsexual individuals. For instance, in May 2004 the International Olympic Committee (IOC) announced that transsexual individuals will now be able to compete in Olympic events in their new sex after a sex-change surgery. This poses some interesting new physiological questions yet to be answered, but certainly of great importance in this area. For instance, how many structural and or hormonally mediated changes in gene regulation and over what time period are required for an individual to be physiologically transitioned to a new sex? The IOC Medical Commission has issued the recommendation that eligibility can occur 2 yr postgonadectomy and after hormonal therapy has been administered for a sufficient length of time to minimize differences between genetic females and males and those with sex assignment. The IOC Medical Commission recommendation makes clear that there is a necessity for sex-based research in exploring whether there is ever sufficient time to overcome the genetic influence of the XX or XY chromosome on performance and whether there are physiological functions that cannot be modulated by sex steroid hormones if there is the presence of a Y chromosome. As physiologists, we will certainly engage in this debate by providing the data necessary, and using the proper terminology will be of utmost importance in this potentially confusing topic.

The continuing dedication by physiologists to sex-based and women’s health research comes from the understanding that although females and males share many physiological similarities, they are fundamentally different. This is a basic biological principle in all species in which sexes exist, and there is an obvious need to explore the differentiation that the evolution of sex has afforded humans and their biology, but female and male sex-based research is not the same as gender-based research. The point is that avoiding synonymous use of the terms sex and gender serves to avoid misusing the concepts of sex and gender across disciplines of science. In summary, it is appropriate to use the term sex when referring to the biology of human and animal subjects, and the term gender is reserved for reference to the self-identity and/or social representation of an individual. Although certainly there will be those who do not feel that this specificity of terms is necessary in physiology, on the whole this approach will reduce wordiness in publications and allow for simpler integration of discussion on human biology. Outside of physiology, many social scientists draw on biological and psychological data to better understand the human condition and explain human behavior in a more comprehensive way. Because of this, it seems valid to argue that a consensus for using sex and gender in a standard context, as outlined by the IOM, needs to be implemented in physiology to provide consistency and alleviate confusion within as well as outside this discipline.
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